In most natural sciences there is currently the insight that it is necessary to bridge gaps between different processes which can be observed on different scales. This is especially true in the field of chemical reactions where the different abilities to form bonds between different types of atoms and molecules create much of the properties we experience in our everyday life, especially in all biological activity. There are essentially two types of processes related to biochemical reaction networks, the interactions among molecules and interactions involving their conformational changes, so in a sense, their internal state. The first type of processes can be conveniently approximated by the so-called mass-action kinetics, but this is not necessarily so for the second kind: here molecular states do not define any kind of density or concentration. In this paper, we demonstrate the necessity to study reaction networks in a stochastic formulation for which we can construct a coherent approximation in terms of specific space-time scales and the number of particles. The continuum limit procedure naturally creates equations of Fokker-Planck type where the evolution of the concentration occurs on a slower time scale when compared to the evolution of the conformational changes, for example triggered by binding or unbinding events with other (typically smaller) molecules. We apply the asymptotic theory to derive the effective, i.e. macroscopic dynamics of a general biochemical reaction system. The theory can also be applied to other processes where entities can be described by finitely many internal states, with changes of states occurring by arrival of other entities described by a birth-death process.
Introduction
The general theory of reaction networks is a theory of events taking place when many components of a system interact to form new states. Interpreted in such a way such a theory has to start as a theory of stochastic processes, and is inherently dynamical. Systems formed by a large number of biochemical reactions are often considered paramount examples of such complex systems. These systems are formed by a set of interactions among various species of molecules including different conformational changes and binding/unbinding of molecules. It is important to note that the description of these interactions depends on the choice of the scales at which the whole system is analysed. The microscopic description of a reaction system is usually fairly well understood in its general features. At atomic scale the necessary description is provided by Quantum Mechanics, at molecular level there is the kinetic theory. After up-scaling we find that reaction systems are often well described by the mass-action kinetics which is the mean-field theory approximation of the fully stochastic description (Kurtz 1972; Hänggi 1978) . A general overview on the relation to chemical reaction networks can be found in the ''Discussion''.
We now consider biological molecular systems at scales which can be considered mesoscopic, which are the scales of kinetic theory, and most often the ones with which signalling or genetic activity of cells are described. Let us denote with dthe vector with which we describe the space scale and number of particles, and s the time scale. With fixed d; s we can look at the reactions specified by the reaction rates kðd; sÞ: Given the reaction rates it is possible to construct the dynamics in terms of the master equation (ME) which is a faithful probabilistic description of the dynamics at the given scales d; s: If the system contains interactions among particles and interactions involving conformational changes and/or binding/unbinding of molecules, then the ME turns out to be a combination of birth-death processes having infinite possible states and a Markov chain with finite states. The finite state space (denoted by R) describes conformational changes of large macro-molecular machines and the infinite space the arrival or departure of small molecules that often trigger the conformational changes. Such discrete conformational states of macro-molecules must themselves be interpreted as meta-stable states arising from molecular dynamics modelling, see Deuflhard (2003) . Consider for example when a transcription factor binds to a genetic operator in order to activate/inactivate the gene given as a sequence along a DNA macro-molecule. This process involves a variation on the number of free transcription factor molecules and also a qualitative change in the gene state that turns it from inactive into active or vice versa when leaving again. In such a process the finite state space R aims to capture exactly the genetic state. The explicit inclusion of R allows to describe the regulation that typically occur in genetic switches which play a crucial role in modelling a genetic oscillator or a genetic clock (see Elowitz and Leibler 2000; Vilar et al.] ). The space R is also very useful to model processes where molecules diffuse and at the same time interact with larger molecular systems that affect the diffusion rate. This may again occur due to a change in the conformation of the diffusing molecule.
The process of removing the scales (d ! 0 and s ? 0) while keeping finite reaction rates kðd; sÞ is called continuum limit. This process produces a Fokker-Planck equation (FPE) that describes the effective time evolution of the probability distribution of the state of the system. The continuum limit is dependent on fixing a relation among d; s: The reader could consider the typical cases of the derivation of diffusion equation where jdj 2 =s ¼ D [ 0: The approach we used to construct the continuum limit is based on the Trotter approximation (see Pazy 1983) because in most of the applications we cannot guarantee the more stringent properties that would allow us to use more refined methods developed in the context of the so-called hydrodynamic limit (Kipnis and Landim 1999) . We shall show that the choices involved in the continuum limit determine a FPE where the time scale of concentration evolutions is longer than the time scale at which the evolution in the finite state space R takes place. This leads naturally to the idea using asymptotic analysis and adiabatic theory to study the FPE. Applications of these ideas to study chemical reaction networks can be found in Landman et al. (1977) and Kepler and Elston (2001) . The multi-scale analysis for such systems has been studied extensively. See for example Kurtz (1973) and Pavliotis and Stuart (2007) . In this paper, we present the asymptotic solution of the FPE motivated by the continuum limit. We give a general formulation of the approach where the involved stochastic processes are not necessarily Markovian. Nevertheless, the main results will deal with the simpler case where reaction systems are composed of elementary processes which are Markovian. In this setting the particles will undergo diffusion and the finite state will evolve as a Markov chain.
A set of reactions can naturally be described as a network and more precisely as a graph. Indeed, in this paper we show that graph-theoretic notions can be used to much advantage in a first modelling step as a tool to understand the possible processes. The simplest such graph is generally called the Interaction Graph (IG). Its vertices are the possible states and its edges correspond to the interactions. This graph is very closely related to illustrations of, for example, signalling processes typically found in textbooks or articles related to systems biology. The IG defined on a ''microscopic level'' is then modified throughout the analysis and different scalings. For example the continuum limit produces changes in both the vertex and the edge sets of the interaction graph. It turns out that ater scaling the leading order term of the asymptotic expansion is a deterministic dynamics termed the average dynamics. The average dynamics is determined by a vector field resulting from the average of a finite family of vector fields fX ðrÞ g r2R arising from the birth-death processes, weighted with the invariant measure of the finite Markov chain (MC) on R. The IG associated to the average vector field will therefore result as a combination-resembling an average-of the IGs associated to the vector fields attached to each single finite state. The construction of the average dynamics and its IG can be seen as a first step to connect the stochastic description to the classical differential equations approach. To explore the possible applications of graph theory to reaction systems given in terms of differential equations the reader could look at the review (Domijan and Kirkilionis 2008) .
The continuum limit and the asymptotic analysis will be illustrated by three simple examples: a particle with two internal states diffusing on a line, and two slightly different schemes describing a molecular switch. In these systems we show how to identify the scaling regimes which characterise the dynamics and the adiabatic expansion for the associated Fokker-Panck equations. We also show how the network structure of the reactions affects the expansion, in particular, the leading order term (the average vector field) and the noise. More precisely, it turns out that there are different reactions whose time evolutions can be distinguished by only looking at the stochastic corrections. This part of the theory can be used to explore the role of noise in cellular systems.
General formulation
Let us consider N species n 1 ,...,n N of particles each of which can take any value in a N dimensional lattice L and a variable r which can assume values in a finite set R, with |R| = M. At any time t the system has its configuration determined by ðñ; rÞ 2 L Â R:
Remark 1 Note that we did not include explicitly any space variable. This can be easily done by a suitable enlargement of the lattice L: At this moment the lattice can be best interpreted as counting the number of small particles in the system.
Remark 2
In what follows one should bear in mind that the set R is the collection of all possible finite states characterising the different ''molecular machines'' present in the system. For example if the system possesses a finite number of the same such molecular machines then R will have a further natural decomposition.
The time evolution of the system is stochastic and therefore the main object of interest is the probability measure Pðñ; r; tÞ; normalised by X ñ2L X r2R Pðñ; r; tÞ ¼ 1:
Dynamical processes
The time evolution of P(n,r,t) is determined by certain processes which affect the state of the system. It is their nature and characteristics which prescribe the form of the dynamical equations. The dynamical processes are strongly related to the scale at which the system is considered. Let us fix N + 1 such scales:
• s, the time scale, and • d ¼ ðd 1 ; . . .; d N Þ; the natural length scales of the generators of L:
The possible processes will have a general diffusive behaviour, that is each process is characterised by having a specific waiting time probability distribution generically denoted by w(t). The waiting time probability distribution is not necessarily exponential. With a given w(t) for attached to a process it can be deduced that the dynamical transition produced by that process will take place in the time interval [t 1 ,t 2 ] with probability given by Z t 2 t 1 dtwðtÞ:
The knowledge of the waiting time distribution is in general related to the understanding of the processes and the relevant interactions at the scale identified by s and d:
Therefore, we can expect that the functions w are dependent on such scales. Upon these observations a general scheme of possible processes can be formulated. These are classified according to the following list: (P1),''changes in small molecule number'': ðn 1 ; . . .; n i ; . . .; n N ; rÞ7 !ðn 1 ; . . .; n i AE d i ; . . .; n N ; rÞ; with waiting time distribution w n i ðt : d i ; sÞ; (P2), ''conformational change'': ðn 1 ; . . .; n N ; rÞ7 ! ðn 1 ; . . .; n N ; r 0 Þ; with waiting time distribution w r (t;s); (P3), ''simultaneous change'': ðn 1 ; . . .; n i ; . . .; n N ; rÞ7 ! ðn 1 ; . . .; n i AE d i ; . . .; n N ; r 0 Þ; with-waiting time distribution w r;n i ðt : d i ; sÞ:.
It is useful to describe the possible interpretation of (P1), (P2) and (P3) as already indicated: processes of type (P1) model the formation/annihilation of a particle of a certain species i in the system; whereas transitions of type (P2) model the change between two states in R. For example one can think of a macromolecule modifying spontaneously its conformation. In processes of type (P3) both the number of particles and the finite states undergo a transition. This type of event occurs for example when a transcription factor binds to a gene operator modifying its state and at the same time changing the number of free transcription factors.
General Master Equation Each process can in principle occur with a specific waiting time governed by its own distribution function. This implies that the evolution is described through a general master equation (GME) (see Landman et al. 1977) . The discrete form of this equation is
where • L is a M 9 M matrix whose entries depend on ñ; d; t and on the waiting time distributions defined in (P1) and (P3). In particular, it will be useful to write L by means of the operators E ± i defined by E AE i f ðn 1 ; . . .; n N Þ ¼ f ðn 1 ; . . .; n i AE d i ; . . .; n N Þ for every f : L ! R:
• K is a M 9 M matrix whose entries depend on ñ; d; t and on the waiting time distributions defined in (P2).
Remark 3 The structure of the GME is essentially the one introduced in Landman et al. (1977) and Weiss (1994) to describe the continuous time random walk (CTRW). It is worth noting that a standard random walk (RW) can always be considered as a special case of a CTRW.
Note that the normalisation condition for the probability requires
Pðñ; r 0 ; tÞ ¼ 1 for any Pðñ; r; tÞ: A graph associated to the General Master Equation
The structure of Eq. (1) admits an interesting illustration in terms of graphs.
Definition 1 Let ĨðL; KÞ be the graph whose vertex set is V ¼ L Â R and edge set is EðL; KÞ: There exists a directed edge ẽ ðñ i ;r i Þ;ðñ j ;r j Þ 2 EðL; KÞ if L and K allow the transition ðñ i ; r i Þ7 !ðñ j ; r j Þ:
ĨðL; KÞ is the most general interaction graph that can be defined on the microscopic level, and it is called the interaction graph asociated to (1). An illustration of this graph can be seen in Fig. 1 . If the Cartesian structure of the configuration space L Â R is incorporated then the graph can be thought as in Fig. 2 .
Formulation of the double limit s ! 0; d ! 0
We are interested in the GME that results by taking the limits s ! 0 and d i ! 0 for all i:
First expand Pðñ; r; t þ sÞ at the first order in s. This can be written as
or equivalently oPðñ;r;tÞ ot s ¼
To proceed further it is necessary to study the following three limits 
Multiscale analysis: simplifying assumptions
The general study of the limits (4), (5) and (6) is technically difficult in the general formulation introduced here for comparison and modelling possibilities. In order to proceed and to analyse Eq. (1) further some assumptions are in order. We shall consider two main sets of assumptions which identify two classes of systems that are called Infinite MC coupled with finite MC and Infinite MC coupled with finite CTRW, respectively. They are both introduced in the following, with the continuum limit procedure discussed in parallel. Under these conditions we have
and (4) 
We can give a meaning to these limits by assuming that the two scales s and d go to zero in a prescribed manner. A typical interesting regime is the diffusive one namely when d 2 /s^D [ 0, where D is the diffusion coefficient. Note that the limit process transforms the lattices L into R N into a limit state space given by R N Â R:
The limit process necessarily requires a modification of the definition of the probability distribution Pðñ; d; tÞ: As it is shown in Sbano and Kirkilionis (2007a) the distribution Pðñ; d; tÞ is substituted by a distribution q d;s ðx; tÞ and the limits (7), (8) and (9) have to be understood in the sense of the weak topology.
Definition 2 (Weak approximation) Let Pðñ; tÞ ¼ ðPðñ; 1; tÞ; . . .; Pðñ; M; tÞÞ; qðñ; tÞ ¼ ðq 1 ðñ; tÞ; . . .; q M ðñ; tÞÞ and h:; :i denote the Euclidean product in R M : Pðñ; tÞ is weakly approximated by the distribution qðx; tÞ (denoted
An operator A½ñ; d; s has continuum limitÂ½x; t of order a (denoted by A½ñ; d; s % aÂ ½x) if for any P & q there exists a choice of d and s such that
for all /(.) in the Schwartz space SðR Nþ1 ; R M Þ:
Remark 4 If the choice of d and s in (10) is such that (10) holds, this choice does at the same time define the scaling at whichÂ½x; t can be used to describe the dynamics of the reaction network.
Remark 5 Throughout the paper O(Á) and o(Á) denote the standard asymptotic order.
Remark 6 It is worth emphasising that the continuum limit of an operator is not unique, and in fact the relation between d and s is crucial in definition 3. We shall see in the examples that the scaling relations among the parameters in A½x d ; d; s identifies the possible continuum limits.
To illustrate the definition we consider a typical operator:
The continuum limit of ð1=sÞD þ can now be computed. We take a sequence q d (.) such that (i) q d,s (Á) ? q(Á) in sense of the distribution, (ii) P(n) = q d,s (dx).
With this ð1=sÞD þ ðPðnÞÞ can be associated to A þ ½d; sq d;s ðxÞ ¼ 1 s ðq d;s ðx þ dÞ À q d;s ðxÞÞ;
and for small d we have
By (10) one can show that
( In this sense we assume that the previous limits are lim
for some a [ 0, where b L Ã is a matrix with entries differential operators and b K Ã is the transpose of the infinitesimal generator of a finite Markov chain on R. An interesting further simplification is obtained if processes of type (P3) do not occur. This implies that (i) L Ã rr 0 0 for r = r 0 , (ii) L Ã rr are Fokker-Planck operators. In this case, we have that the degrees of freedom represented by x diffuse in R N while the discrete states rs evolve in R according to a finite Markov chain generated by K: We next analyse the second set of assumptions.
Infinite MC coupled with CTRW
The waiting times w r;n i ðt : s; d i Þ: are exponentially distributed, independent of d and s. (B3) Each L rr 0 is a generator of a Markov process valued in L: (B4) For fixed ñ; d the kernel K generates a CTRW on R.
Under these conditions we have
and the possible form of the limit s ? 0, d ? 0 can be written as 1 s
for some a [ 0.
General Fokker-Planck equation and the adiabatic condition
Upon the condition that limits (7), (8) and (9) hold true, the probability density qðx; tÞ satisfies a general Fokker-Planck equation of the form:
If the limits (14), (15) and (16) 
where b K½x; t Ã qðx; tÞ is a time convolution. Adiabatic condition The construction of the continuum limit involves a choice in which way d and s tend to zero. This implies that the operators b L and b K may have a pre-factor which is a function of d and s. These coefficients determine the different time scales at which the operators b L and b K determine the dynamics. We shall see in the examples that the continuum limit procedure often results in an FPE of the form
where ¼ ðd; sÞ 2 ð0; 1: This corresponds to the Markov chain dynamics (so for example the conformational changes of the macro-molecules) being faster than the diffusion (of, for example, the smaller molecules binding to the macro-molecules). The condition ¼ ðd; sÞ small is called adiabatic because it determines a separation between the dynamics of K and L: In fact, for ¼ 0;the dynamics of the system is dominated by the dynamics of the Markov chain at the equilibrium. This dynamics is given by a linear combination of stationary measures of the Markov chain defined by lðxÞK½x ¼ 0:
Intuitively one can see that for small the time evolution of the whole system will organise itself around the steady state of the Markov chain. In order to introduce the result we need to define:
K½x:
Consider the operator
In Sbano and Kirkilionis (2007a) the following theorem is proven:
Theorem 1 Upon the condition that Proof Here, we present a sketch of the proof. This is essentially based on the adiabatic theory developed in Pavliotis and Stuart (2007) . In Sbano and Kirkilionis (2007a) we show that a solution can be constructed asymptotically in . The main steps of the proof are the following Note that ñðx; tÞ describes how much q ðnÞ ðx; tÞ is not ''aligned'' to the invariant measure lðxÞ: 5. Construct a hierarchy of equations: first for n = 0 we get:
and for n C 1
The remainder of the asymptotic series is R ½m ðx; tÞ ¼ kq ðx; tÞ À q ½m ðx; tÞk; and its evaluation can be obtained by using the assumption that Eq. (21) admit a differentiable solution. This is done in Sbano and Kirkilionis (2007a) by a generalisation of a result proved in Pavliotis and Stuart (2007) .
If the adiabatic condition holds then the asymptotic approximation can also be constructed for a ME of the form
In this case the hierarchy of equations has to be modified accordingly. For the benefit of the reader we include this hierarchy of equations. For n = 0: Remark 7 A representation of this graph can be obtained by looking at Figs. 1 and 2. Here, instead of the ns 's there are x's, i.e. concentrations of the small molecules thought to be moving between the molecular machines. This is only partly true because it might happen that the continuum limit procedure removes some states and thus is changing the graph.
We can observe different levels of reduction and simplification of the Interaction Graph
rr are Fokker-Panck operators, then the only possible processes have the form: (a) ðx; rÞ ! ðx 0 ; rÞ (b) ðx; rÞ ! ðx; r 0 Þ:
In particular (a) corresponds to a diffusive Markov process and (b) corresponds to a finite Markov chain. We can think to the following scheme: on each point of R N where the diffusion take place there is a ''fibered'' Markov chain whose transition rates are functions of x; see Fig. 3 .
This reduction takes place also in Eq. (24).
The average dynamics and its Interaction Graph
Let us now consider the zero order approximation of the expansion. This is given by
The equation is called average dynamics. The average dynamics is a Liouville equation for a deterministic vector field given by
We can give a description of the average vector field using again the notion of an interaction graph. Let us define Definition 7 (Interaction Graph for (autonomous) deterministic dynamics) For a given vector field XðxÞ; the
The edge is directed from x i to x j , i.e. x i influences x j .
Note that to each fixed r [ R we can associate a vector field X ðrÞ ðxðtÞÞ¼ : À X r 0 2R l L Ã r 0 r ½xðtÞ;
and therefore an interaction graph Ĩ G ðX ðrÞ Þ exists. A graphical description is presented in Fig. 4 . It is simple to note that the average vector-field (28) can also be written as
This vector field is the average of all X ðrÞ taken against the invariant measure lðxÞ: This implies that the associated interaction graph I G ðX l Þ has a new structure. The vertices V = {x 1 ,...,x N } will not contain reference to the specific Markov chain state r and new edges will appear as a result of new interaction terms resulting from the averaging procedure (see Fig. 5 ).
Remark 8 It is worth noting that if fX ðrÞ g r2R are all polynomial vector fields with integer coefficients then the average vector field can be rewritten as
with mðxÞ a vector field whose entries are in general rational functions, and N is the stoichiometric matrix only having 
. Mass action kinetics is a theory describing systems which have only small molecular species which need not to be assigned any internal state (in contrast to the theory presented in this paper). A review of applications of graphical methods for polynomial vector fields is presented in Domijan and Kirkilionis (2008) .
In the next section, we shall look at some simple examples illustrating the general theory of reaction networks. We restrict ourselves to the case of models where all the waiting times are exponentially distributed therefore we consider an infinite Markov coupled to a finite one and we show that also in this simple setting many interesting properties and question arise.
Examples
In the following some illustrative examples are needed to understand the theoretical concepts introduced so far. More biological applications can be found in Sbano and Kirkilionis (2007b) and Kirkilionis and Sbano (2008) . We first fix our setting and consider the following cases of state space structure, including both simple spatial and nonspatial reaction networks: (i) L ¼ dZ; we define a random walk with an internal twostate space R. This is a simple example of a molecule whose conformation can be in two different states corresponding to two different sets of diffusion rates. (ii) L ¼ dN; we define a single particle regulating a twostate switch. This can be used to model the activation of a gene by a transcription factor. (iii) L ¼ dN Â dN: Here, we define two particles A and M.
A regulates a two-state switch which in turn regulates M. This is an extension of (ii) and can be seen as a toy model for gene activation and mRNA transcription.
The finite set R is always a collection of states modelling ''molecular'' operators and for this reason the elements of R will be denoted by O r with r = 1,...,M. The processes will be given in terms of reactions that will be interpreted as reaction rates. In the examples we formulate the problem using the reactions to construct a ME of the following form 
where L rr 0 ½ñ; d is a function of E n_i ± . In the various examples we want to illustrate how to define the double limit d ? 0,s ? 0. For Eq. (32) the limit can be obtained by defining (11), (12) and (13). In particular, we shall consider cases where 
for some a [ 0, and with ¼ ðd; sÞ for d; s ! 0: Upon this condition we shall show that a master equation has a limit of the form (19).
Effective diffusion
In the first example, we consider a particle performing a random walk on L ¼ dZ with rates depending on an internal state O r [ R = {O 0 ,O 1 }. The internal state dynamics is a Markov chain whose rates are dependent on the location of a particle at time t. We assume exponentially distributed waiting times but look at various scaling regimes when d,s ? 0. In the adiabatic regime the motion of the particle will be given by an effective diffusion equation. The processes can be described through the following reactions: The state a time t is determined by the probability distribution Pðn; tÞ ¼ ðP 0 ðn; tÞ; P 1 ðn; tÞÞ:
The ME is given by:
This can be rewritten as for i = 0,1 and some ¼ ðd; sÞ: In order to check the compatibility we need to inspect the limit equations oq 0 ðx;tÞ ot
First, note that to simplify the o(d 2 )/s-term we need that s ? 0 is such that oP 0 ðn;tÞ ot ¼ ðu 0 ðd; sÞ=sÞðP 0 ðn À 1Þ À P 0 ðn; tÞÞ þ ðv 0 ðd; sÞ=sÞðP 0 ðn þ 1; tÞ À P 0 ðn; tÞÞ zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl ffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl ffl{ We can now explore further the consequences of the choice of . 
for some V i as d,s ? 0, then the system reduces to an effective diffusion plus a ''fast'' Markov chain. In fact L Ã and
Àk 0 ðxÞ k 1 ðxÞ k 0 ðxÞ Àk 1 ðxÞ :
In the adiabatic regime the average dynamics appears to be an effective diffusion. Indeed the invariant measure of the Markov chain is Remark 9 Before introducing the switch reactions we like to make a comment about the continuum limit in case a term Z t 0 dt 0 1 s K rr 0 ½ñ; d; t À t 0 Pðñ; r 0 ; t 0 Þ appears. One can observe that in this case the continuum limit depends on how the time scale s is related with the scale at which the waiting time is defined. It can be argued that there might be regimes in which s is small enough such that
where b K rr 0 ½x; t À t 0 is a new operator. The main problem is to identify some general minimal properties for such a class of scaling.
Switch reactions
We now consider a set of reactions that form an elementary ''switch''. This is essentially a system formed by two types of particles (two chemical species) A and M interacting with a two-state system R = {O 0 ,O 1 }. Molecules of type A regulate the switching and the two-state system which in turn regulates M. This process can be interpreted as a simplified model for gene activation and mRNA transcription. First, we consider the a single switch. Its defining reactions are simply We show that if the dynamics of A is included in the ME, the continuum limit and the adiabatic theory (the time scale of the process involving the finite states {O 0 ,O 1 }) imply that the noise is not Gaussian at order O(). This is related to the fact the the operator L Ã in the ME is not diagonal because there are reactions involving transition in L and R. For illustration we consider two systems of reactions of the form System n. The dynamics of the two reaction systems can be expanded asymptotically in :. It turns out that the systems will have the same deterministic limit but exhibit different noise. More precisely the dynamics associated to n.1 and n.2 have the same O(1)-term (average dynamics) but differ from order OðÞ onwards. We further analyse this point in System n.1 by including the A dynamics. Remark 10 In system n.1 and n.2 the first reaction can be interpreted as a gene activation, i.e. the transcription factor A binds to the free operator O 0 which in turn is activated and becomes O 1 . The second reaction is then the mRNA transcription. Note that in system n.1 the operator returns into the state O 0 once the mRNA is transcribed. Furthermore, the transcription factor is released again. This does not occur in system n.2. Here, the assumption is that the gene stays activated, and releases the mRNA. It can only return to the inactivated state by reaction 1, i.e. after releasing A spontaneously. Finally, the third reaction is just mRNA degradation in each case.
A more detailed analysis of a switch reaction
Consider the reactions
We are interested in describing the reactions without assuming that A particles are constant. We assume that there is a pool of A from which particles are ''created'' and ''annihilated''. The annihilation from the pool corresponds to the absorption of an A particle by O 0 and the transition to O 1 . The creation corresponds to the releasing of an A particle from O 1 and the transition to O 0 . In order to simplify the notation it is useful to introduce some operators. The state of the system is identified by Pða; tÞ ¼ ðP 0 ða; tÞ; P 1 ða; tÞÞ;
and using reaction (38) its ME reads oP 0 ða;tÞ ot ¼ Àðk 1 ðd; sÞ=sÞaP 0 ða;tÞ þ ðk 0 ðd;sÞ=sÞP 1 ða À 1; tÞ;
oP 1 ða;tÞ ot ¼ ðk 1 ðd;sÞ=sÞða þ 1ÞP 0 ða þ 1;tÞ Àðk 0 ðd; sÞ=sÞP 1 ða;tÞ:
Using the definition of D AE a the ME can be rewritten as follows
The ME can be reformulated as in (24) Remark 11 L Ã is non-diagonal and depends on the Markov chain parameters. For the adiabatic limit the continuum limit is needed. The operators D À ððk 1 ðd; sÞ=sÞÁÞ and D þ ððk 0 ðd; sÞ=sÞaÁÞ can have a finite limit as d,s ? 0.
Continuum limit
Let us assume that for d,s ? 0 we take oðd 2 Þ ! 0 the limit of the ME reads
where the form of the operators b L and b K is identified by the following two cases:
Let us consider case (ii). In this regime we can apply adiabatic theory. First note that K T has invariant measure equal to
The adiabatic limit can be computed and in particular the reduced ME at order O(1) turns out to be given by
Using the explicit form of the invariant measure it is easy to verify that 
Noise at order O()
As shown in Sbano and Kirkilionis (2007a) , at order O() the noise can be evaluated by computing
Using l 0 + l 1 = 1 the expression
can be rewritten as
Finally, the noise term can be computed and is equal to
It is not difficult to show that the noise term determines an elliptic operator which is negative definite. We can therefore conclude that the noise at order O() does not determine a genuine Fokker-Planck equation and therefore the time evolution of the concentration x cannot be described-on short time scales (see Kurtz 1970 Kurtz , 1971 Kurtz , 1972 -through an Ito stochastic differential equation.
Analysis of systems n.1 and n.2
Let us consider the reactions in system n.1:
M ! cðd;sÞ ;:
The state of the system is defined by the probabilities Pðm; a; tÞ ¼ ðP 0 ðm; a; tÞ; P 1 ðm; a; tÞÞ:
Remark 12 Without loss of generality we can assume that the number of A particles a is considered large: a ± 1^a.
The ME reads 
In matrix form the ME becomes oPðm; a; tÞ ot ¼ L Ã Pðm; a; tÞ þ K T Pðm; a; tÞ;
where P(m,a,t) = (P 0 (m,a,t),P 1 (m,a,t)) and the operator L Ã is Note that the matrix of the operator L Ã is not diagonal, but the theory developed in Sbano and Kirkilionis (2007a) still applies.
The Markov chain has a transpose generator given by
Àak 0 ðd; sÞ k 1 ðd; sÞ ak 0 ðd; sÞ Àk 1 ðd; sÞ :
Its invariant measure is equal to
Assumption 1 (Adiabatic assumption) We now assume that without performing the scaling d ? 0 and s ? 0 the time on which the Markov chain on R reaches its equilibrium measure is faster than the time evolution of m,a. Therefore we can make the following formal substitution
It is possible to construct the solution by the asymptotic expansion in : according to the scheme developed in Sbano and Kirkilionis (2007a) .
Average dynamics
The leading order term of the expansion is given by of ð0Þ ðn; tÞ ot ¼ h1 l ; L Ã ðlðnÞf ð0Þ ðn; tÞÞi;
This is the average dynamics. In the present example note that 1 l = 1 = (1,1) for there is a unique invariant measure. Using the expression of L Ã an explicit calculations yields h1 l ; L Ã ðlðnÞf ð0Þ ðn; tÞÞi 
There is an important observation:
Remark 14 Note that if we assume the following reaction (like in system n.2)
then we would obtain an average dynamics equal to Eq. (42).
From the previous remark one can show that the continuum limit of the average dynamics for a system containing reaction (43) coincides with the one containing reaction (44). Let us observe that the difference in the two systems of reactions appears only in the operator L Ã : For systems with reaction (43) the operator L Ã is a diagonal matrix with entries that are difference operators. For a system with reaction (44) the operator L Ã is a no longer a diagonal matrix. In order to see the difference between the two systems it is necessary to look at higher order terms in the expansion. The systems differ only in the form of the operator L Ã : For system n.1 cðd; sÞD þ m ðmÁÞ À mðd; sÞD À m ðÁÞ :
The two systems have the same Markov chain, therefore they have the same invariant measure and Drazin inverse ðK T l Þ D : We have already pointed out that the average dynamics is the same for both systems, now let us look at the first order corrections in (45). Both systems have the same solution f (0) (n,t) to the average equation. It is sufficient to consider the equation for n (1) (n,t). In fact for system n. Now using the explicit expression of L Ã operators one finds
0 Àmðd; sÞðD À m À idÞðÁÞ :
The difference L Ã 1 À L Ã 2 is not identically zero, therefore we can conclude that system n.1 and n.2 have adiabatic limits which generate two stochastic processes which differ at order O(). Now suppose to take the continuum limit, we know from Sbano and Kirkilionis (2007a) that up to order O() the dynamics is described by a stochastic differential equation (SDE) whenever L Ã is diagonal. The noise term is essentially related to the formula for n (1) (n,t) which contains at order O() the differences between system n.1 and n.2.
Explicit construction of the noise
We now compute the noise term (up to order O()) for the systems n.1 and n.2. First, recall that in both cases 
It is not hard to see that the noise term gives rise to a parabolic operator which is not always positive definite. System n.2 For system n.2 performing the same calculations one finds 
Remark 16 Note that also in this case there is no diffusion terms in b L Ã :
Upon the validity of (48) the theory in Sbano and Kirkilionis (2007a) applies and an average dynamics can be computed. The new invariant measure is
The ME at order O( 0 ) is
Þi;
which turns out to be of ð0Þ ot ¼ o om ½ðcmðl 1 þ l 0 Þ À ml 1 Þf ð0Þ þ o oa Àðk 1 þ mÞl 1 þ l 0 k 0 aÞf ð0Þ h i :
This corresponds to an average dynamics equal to:
_ mðtÞ ¼ ÀcmðtÞ þ mk 0 aðtÞ k 0 aðtÞþk 1 þm _ aðtÞ ¼ 0 ( As in the switch reaction (''A more detailed analysis of a switch reaction'') the average dynamics of a is trivial. Let a(0) the initial value of A molecules then the steady state value for M molecules is m ¼ mk 0 að0Þ cðk 0 að0Þ þ k 1 þ mÞ :
Discussion
The paper discusses a general framework for formulating reaction networks, where the population of interacting particles or molecules is divided into two classes. The first class are unstructured particles, their state is described only by their number in the system. These particles can be very abundant, so usually are described by concentrations on a macroscopic level. This class at the same time contains the kind of molecules one usually considers in classical chemical reaction systems, typically modelled by massaction kinetics. As this yields a consistent framework also many bio-chemical reaction networks have been modelled with this approach. The further analysis, for example the theory of enzyme kinetics, is then an additional mathematical step, but always acting on a given system of polynomial reaction kinetics. By using the so-called quasisteady-state-assumption (QSSA) for some species (plus using a number of conservation relationships) one yields a separation of time-scales and obtains the classical enzyme kinetics (Keener and Sneyd 1998; Siegel 1975) . It should be noted that for space restrictions the derivations in this article are mostly formal from a mathematical point-ofview, but have been made rigorous in Sbano and Kirkilionis (2007a) . The proposed framework in this paper is taking a different way of analysis. It introduces a second class of particle on the microscopic level, this time with added structure. This kind of particle is assumed to be very low in copy number. This number is finite, and often equal to just one, a realistic assumption in case of some genes. The structure attached to this particle is also discrete, with finitely many states. Very often we have taken ''conformations'' of bio-molecules such as proteins as the underlying concept in the text. This time we perform a scale analysis on the reaction and transition rates of the given stochastic microscopic system, containing both types of particles just described. The scalings can be different, yielding different types of effective equations on the macroscopic level. Here, we have taken the most obvious and straightforward assumptions, and much mathematical works still needs to be done. For example the case for general waiting time distributions for the events occurring in the reaction network have to be explored much further. Nevertheless, it has become obvious that most processes as they typically occur in cell biology are of the type as described in this paper, even the classical enzyme reactions, which can also be derived by using the methods of this paper (see Sbano and Kirkilionis 2007b) . Graph-theoretical methods have been proven to be very successful in mass-action reaction networks, see Domijan and Kirkilionis (2008) . There are chances to get similar results for the present approach, see Kirkilionis and Sbano (2008) .
Finally, the framework allows a better understanding on the type of mathematical equation which is needed to describe reaction networks. We have shown how to derive different effective continuum equations on the macroscopic level, either not incorporating (average dynamics) or incorporating noise. As an interesting fact we have shown that small changes in the reaction formulation can only be detected on the macroscopic level if the noise which the reaction system exhibits can be measured explicitly.
